
CALL FOR ENTRIES

Court Avenue Islands Banner Design

QUESTIONS? Contact Emily Dippie at edippie@cityofjeff.net

OVERVIEW | VISION

CityPride, the City of Jeffersonville’s beautification arm, invites artists to submit fresh and current 2-
dimensional drawings or digital renderings to be installed on outdoor fabric banners that will be placed
on period lighting on the median islands of Court Avenue. The banners will be of a single design style,
with five different versions: spring, summer, fall, winter, and December holidays. Designs will draw
inspiration from natural or architectural elements. The chosen designs will be transferred into the
final 24” X 48” outdoor banners;  however, the artist should know that “Jeffersonville” may be added to
either the tops or the bottoms of the banners. CityPride and City officials are looking for designs that
present a cohesive design style and a bold, colorful visual transition from Historic Downtown to the
NoCo Arts and Cultural District for the Court Avenue corridor. The banners will be vertical in
orientation. Banners will be primarily viewed from moving vehicles therefore designs that favor a
single focal point or easily recognizable graphic renderings will be favored (see examples from
Rosemere, Quebec at the end of this document).

Although the banners will be intended to represent Jeffersonville artistically, traditional images that
have been used extensively (i.e. steamboats, ships’ wheels) are not desirable.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The style and color palette of the design submitted is up to artistic interpretation; however, strong
consideration will be given to designs that have a recognizable color scheme and a distinctive artistic
style. CityPride is seeking diversity in artistic style, so designs that favor the current Court Avenue
banners will not necessarily be favored in jury. The design should be bold enough to be seen by
moving traffic, and therefore should not contain complicated designs or small writing that might be
distracting to drivers. Designs that find inspiration in natural or architectural elements will be
favored in jury.

The chosen artist will be responsible for the final print-worthy design.

AWARD

The artist whose design is selected will receive an honorarium of $1,000. Upon accepting the
honorarium, the artist agrees to allow the City of Jeffersonville full rights to reproduce, distribute,
broadcast, and otherwise utilize the design as they see fit.
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Artist Benefits:
● Artist will be cited on CityPride, Jeffersonville Public Art, and the City of Jeffersonville’s Social

Media sites
● Artist will be cited in the Jeffersonville Public Art Commission’s online database of public art
● Artist will be cited in the press materials regarding this project

PROJECT TIMELINE

Monday, April 12, 2021: Call for entry is LIVE

Friday, May 28, 2021: ENTRIES DUE online by 4:00 pm

Entries can be submitted through this link https://forms.gle/T3EQAp3fNHaL4C856

Monday, June 7, 2021: Notification of Winning Entry - call/email correspondence to artist

ELIGIBILITY

The Call for Entry is open to anyone sixteen years of age and over who can fulfill the needs of the
project. Applicants under the age of 18 will be required to have an e-signature from a parent or
guardian approving the submission on the application.

SUBMISSIONS & SUBMISSION MATERIALS

All entries must be submitted through this form. https://forms.gle/T3EQAp3fNHaL4C856

ALL entries are DUE May 28th by 4:00 pm. Materials received after this time may not be considered
for jury.

If an accommodation is needed in submitting this form, please contact Emily Dippie at
edippie@cityofjeff.net or 502-558-5500

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

● Submissions should include the following material
○ Contact information via the online Application Form-

https://forms.gle/T3EQAp3fNHaL4C856
○ Concept Rendering – in full color (artist may submit up to three different concepts)

Rendering should include five separate vertically-oriented panels in a cohesive style
that represent visions of spring, summer, fall, winter, and the December holidays.

*Each artist may submit up to three design concepts for review.

● Submissions should adhere to the following guidelines:
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○ Quality: The concept renderings should be thoughtfully rendered and of high quality

(whether by hand or digital rendered).

○ Context: The artwork should find inspiration in natural or architectural elements. Designs

may be literal interpretations, metaphorical interpretations, or abstract interpretations of

this concept.

○ Commercial Aspect: The artwork shall not promote goods or services or be “signage” for

a business.

○ Compliance: Artworks shall not violate any federal, state, or local laws or be blatantly

offensive.

○ Additionally, the artwork shall not reflect partisan politics, negative imagery, religion, and

sexual content.

SELECTION COMMITTEE
CityPride, a representative from the City Engineer’s office, and the Jeffersonville Public  Art
Administrator will adjudicate all submissions and approve the final design. The selection committee
will select winning entries based upon the following criteria:

● Overall strength and visual appeal of the design concept
● Artistic excellence and innovation
● Appropriateness  (to be viewed by a moving car)
● Value as part of the City of Jeffersonville’s portfolio of public art
● Aesthetic impact on the Court Avenue corridor (colorful, artful, modern)

CityPride reserves the right to change the adjudication committee if needed without notice

Submissions should not resemble mass-produced municipal or institutional banners.

In the event no submissions are judged by the selection committee to sufficiently meet the above
criteria and guidelines, the entire selection process will be repeated with new submissions

QUESTIONS? Contact Emily Dippie at edippie@cityofjeff.net
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Examples of art from other communities and past selections

Courtesy of Rosemere, Quebec

Previously Selected Banners


